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ABSTRACT: Since the early days of the World Wide Web, archival institutions have
embraced networked technologies to serve a variety of functions, including education
and publicity, as well as to communicate information about their holdings and services.
Although the degree to which archives utilize the Web varies by type of repository,
many archives have at least published a homepage announcing their existence. This
article examines the Web presence of 12 historical societies and state archives in the
region covered by the Midwest Archives Conference (MAC). We analyzed the Web
sites according to the degree to which they have embraced best practices in Web design
and information architecture as well as how this design affects the overall visibility of
these Web sites. In this analysis, we demonstrate how these best practices are based on
principles from cognitive psychology and assist people in such tasks as learning and
remembering, thus enhancing their Web experiences. By using this approach, we pro-
vide a template for archival institutions and manuscript repositories to examine the
design, functionality, and visibility of their own Web presences.

Introduction

Since the early days of the World Wide Web, archival institutions have embraced
networked technologies to serve a variety of purposes, including education and public-
ity, as well as to communicate information about their holdings and services. Although
the degree to which archives utilize the Web varies, many archives have at least pub-
lished a homepage announcing their existence. This article examines the Web presence
of 12 historical societies and state archives in the region covered by MAC: Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio,
South Dakota, and Wisconsin.1 To accomplish this, we analyzed the Web sites accord-
ing to the degree to which they have embraced best practices in Web design and the
overall visibility of these archives. By doing this, we provide other archival institutions
and manuscript repositories with a protocol for examining the design, functionality, and
visibility of their own Web presences.

Midwest state archives are using the Web to deliver increasingly more content since
the initial reviews of archival Web sites in the mid-1990s, eons ago in Internet time.2
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This content includes actual digitized primary sources and databases of public records,
information about collections, research aids, and exhibits on a variety of topics. These
sites also specifically target core constituencies such as educators, genealogists, and
students. State archives and historical societies, however, have paid less attention to
design principles, the heuristics and features that provide users with cognitive or visual
cues to help them effectively utilize a Web site. In short, there has been little attention
paid to usability, "the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of
use.

' 3

Terry Abraham argues that the "key to effective design on the web is to focus on
content and not appearance." 'We take exception to this point and argue that design is
essential for effectively communicating content. Therefore, this analysis focuses solely
on interface design features and functions as well as methods for assessing impact. Our
findings demonstrated that state archives have not consistently followed basic guide-
lines for Web page navigation and present a confusing array of search possibilities.
These two factors directly affected the user's ability to locate content. As a result, a site
may have had excellent content but poor usability. Finally, our analysis indicates that
these sites have varying levels of visibility, although their impact in the area of geneal-
ogy and family history is the greatest.

Psychological Concepts behind Web Design
Human factors psychology is an interdisciplinary area that has grown gradually more

important throughout the twentieth century. The purpose of this field of psychology is
to identify and apply data concerning human cognition, behavior, and physical abilities
to the design of objects and technologies. Historically, researchers in this field have
studied design in a number of areas, including ergonomics. More recently, this field has
been referred to as human-computer interaction; usability testing of technologies and
interfaces is a major focus. Currently, these human factors psychologists, now called
"usability specialists," make use of research on variables such as memory, recognition,
arousal, attention, pattern recognition, mental models, representations, encoding, and
context to design user-friendly technologies and interfaces. We will illustrate these fac-
tors later, but now will provide one illustration of how designers can facilitate use by
being aware of basic psychological research and following the resulting established
design principles. Understanding human memory is crucial for effective information
architecture and the design of navigational schemes. New and infrequent visitors to a
Web site rely on short-term memory to assist them in navigation and location of infor-
mation. Short-term memory is limited in the amount of data it can hold at one time. The
design implication is that Web sites should reduce the amount of information that a
visitor needs to retain in short-term memory. There are multiple mechanisms that can be
used for this, including consistent placement of navigational information on a page and
the use of pull-down menus.
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Methodology

The goals of the Web-site analysis were to examine the extent to which sites em-
braced best practices in Web design; the integration of integrated technological innova-
tions, including the ability to interact on-line; the content of the Web sites; and the
overall visibility of these archives' virtual presence. State archives and historical societ-
ies in the MAC region were selected as a comparable group of institutions to examine.
Although state archives share many of the same functions and services, their organiza-
tional settings differ. Therefore, our unit of analysis differed depending on the organiza-
tional placement of the state archives. In the case of the eight historical societies (Iowa,
Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin) as
well as Michigan and Indiana, we examined the entire agency with special attention
placed on the state archives pages. This was done because many of the services (e.g.,
reference), target audiences, and search engines covered the entire site and were diffi-
cult to disassociate. In the case of the two state archives, Illinois and Missouri, admin-
istratively positioned under the Secretary of State, the actual state archives Web sites
were examined. 6

While we subscribe to user-centered testing, this study employed a more document-
centric approach. Our methodology combined content analysis (examining the Web site
itself internally) with several tests to examine visibility or impact of a site. A content
analysis methodology was selected because it provided a systematic, reliable means of
surveying the Web sites. We selected to identify manifest rather than latent elements
because of the interpretation and subjectivity involved in identifying latent content.
Manifest content concerns the surface meaning or the presence of specific identifiable
elements in a text. Latent content involves interpretation of text or the presence of
elements. 7 Latent content is also highly subjective and lacks the reliability in coding
that manifest content allows. A protocol was developed to use for the content analysis.

We coded several sites independently and then compared results. In the end, the two
authors generated an 80 percent interindexer reliability ratio, a very high score. At that
point, we divided the remaining state archives Web sites and finished the coding inde-
pendently. The interindexer consistency checking allowed us to consult on how we
operationalized the elements in the protocol to amend the protocol to include and ex-
clude some elements and to become more familiar with the coding scheme. The content
analysis was done in July 2002. The main analysis was done on personal computers
with a high-speed Ethernet connection using Internet Explorer. Several other tests were
done using a modem and with Netscape Navigator. We did not test the sites on Macintosh
computers.

The content analysis protocol was divided into three main areas: Human-Computer
Interaction and Interface Elements, Technical Elements, Content Elements, and Gen-
eral Comments. Each of these categories was then broken down into several subcatego-
ries and further divided into readily recognizable elements on the Web page. For ex-
ample, the Interface categories selected for investigation included navigation aids and
readability. In turn, specific types of navigation aids were sought, such as frames, navi-
gation bars, back-to-top indicators, back-page indicators, pull-down menus, and site
maps. The other areas were subdivided in a similar manner. While there are numerous
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indicators for any of these elements, we selected a representative sample to facilitate
the data collection process.

After finishing the content analysis, the authors examined the visibility and impact of
the archives' Web sites through three tests: 1) utilization of meta tags, 2) searching
Google using meta tag keywords used by the state archives, and 3) analyzing other sites
that linked the state archives sites to their sites. Visibility was defined as "distance
between points or placement of the archives in a search result." Impact was measured
through an analysis of linkages to different state archives Web sites.

Findings
The design, content, and technical infrastructure of Web sites are tightly coupled.

However, we divided our findings in these areas to isolate and compare features. This
also enabled us to readily identify successful and less successful elements in each of
these areas. In addition, we noted the psychological rationale for various design deci-
sions and provide selected illustrations of these elements in practice.

Human-Computer Interaction
Information architecture and structure and navigability are elements that can make or

break a Web site. The best content, hidden in a confusing or unclear organizational
framework, can be rendered ineffective. Information architecture is "the combination
of organization, labeling, and navigation schemes"; "the structural design of an infor-
mation space to facilitate task completion"; "the art and science of structuring and clas-
sifying web sites ... to help people find and manage information."8 We selected four
design elements in this area: 1) consistent look and feel, 2) labeling practices, 3) navi-
gational aids, and 4) targeted audiences. While there are more elements that could have
been examined, these have been consistently identified in the literature as important in
creating usable and understandable Web sites. The first three of these elements are also
important considerations in terms of human-computer interaction.

Consistent Look and Feel
Consistent look and feel means uniformity among all pages in a Web site in terms of

design and color schemes, organization, readability, and labeling. It facilitates use by
helping users to apply what they have learned from page to page. These features can
also work with human memory capabilities. Consistency decreases the amount of new
stimuli and enables encoding of information in a user's short-term memory. Both of
these help users to manage cognitive load and balance the amount of data. Ben
Shneiderman claims that many forms of consistency exist. He suggests designing user
interfaces with a consistent sequence of actions for similar situations, as well as using
identical terminology in prompts, menus, and help screens. He emphasizes consistent
color, layout, capitalization, and fonts throughout the user interface.9

Others such as Alison Head have suggested consistency of layout, icons, terminol-
ogy, placement of options, and color.10 Ruth Dickstein and Vicki Mills developed a set
of design guidelines for college and university libraries, including consistency of lan-
guage across pages and consistent placement of repeated graphics. 1 Jakob Nielsen also
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addresses guidelines for readability of Web-site design. He stresses using: 1) colors
with high contrast between the text and the background; 2) plain-colored backgrounds
or extremely subtle background patterns; 3) fonts big enough so that people can read
the text; and 4) making the text stand still. In addition to these guidelines, he suggests
that text be left justified and the use of all capitals should be avoided. 12

The 12 Midwestern state archives Web sites uniformly displayed consistent look and
feel. Colors, logos, and graphics were distinctive, related to the site thematically, and
carried throughout a site. Most of the Midwestern state archives Web sites were read-
able in terms of the guidelines put forth by Nielsen. Color combinations did not obscure
text, background color and patterns were subtle, and fonts were large enough to read
without much trouble.

Many of these suggestions are rooted in psychological research on arousal and atten-
tion. Arousal and attention refer to the amount of energy people allocate to a mental or
physical task and how they allocate it. Attention needs to be balanced: if people are not
challenged enough their minds wander; if they are overtaxed, this leads to disorienta-
tion. For example, the use of uppercase letters is an attention-getting tactic but, if over-
used, viewers become desensitized. The one problem on some of the sites was over-
crowding on the homepages. This created attention problems through information over-
load, particularly if visual clues to what the visitor is supposed to focus on first were
lacking.

Labels
Labeling systems reinforce the consistent look and feel of a site and facilitate

navigation. Just as users rely on navigational systems to be positioned on a page consis-
tently and look the same throughout the site, they rely on their labels to work in a
consistent, familiar way. Effectively applied labels are integral to building this sense of
familiarity.13

Louis Rosenfeld and Peter Morville discuss several types of labeling systems. First,
labels appear within navigation systems. Labeling conventions in navigation system
labels such as "Home, " "Search," "Contact," "Help," "News," and "About Us" have
emerged. Using these common terms will aid users' navigation because they will be
familiar with these terms from other Web sites. Second, labels are increasingly used as
indexing terms to support searching, for example, keywords and descriptions within
<META> tags and page titles within <TITLE> tags are used for labels as indexing
terms. Third, labels can be used as textual links within a block of information. In this
case, labels are often used as headings describing blocks of information. Finally, iconic
labeling systems are to represent a few key concepts in Web sites or some conventions
such as a house icon for a main page. Icons are used both as heading labels and as link
labels. Rosenfeld and Morville suggest that icons represent information in much the
same way as text but emphasize consistent positioning of icons from page to page. 14

Most of the Web sites we analyzed featured some recommended labels. "About,"
"Search," and "Home" were the most common terms. Interestingly, only Illinois, Min-
nesota, and Ohio employed the "Contact" term and only the Kansas State Historical
Society offered a "Help" function. The Ohio Historical Society was the only site that
utilized iconic labeling and this was present only on the homepage. For example, teach-
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ers' resources were designated with an apple, research and collections with books, and
kids with a top. Iconic labeling is a double-edged sword. Few icons are universal and
symbols have very different cultural connotations. If used, iconic meaning should be
reinforced with clarifying text.

Navigation Aids
Navigation aids are intellectual and visual devices that assist users in locating infor-

mation and directing them through Web sites. Rosenfeld and Morville note that a Web-
site's navigation system should clearly present the structure and information hierarchy
of the site. Additionally, they have identified several integrated navigation elements
such as navigation bars, frames, and pull-down menus as important for usability.
Rosenfeld and Morville also refer to navigation features that provide an alternative
view of a Web-site's content, such as tables of contents, indexes, site maps, and guided
tours. 15 In addition to these mechanisms, Jared Spool suggests hierarchical maps and
buttons to show users where they are.16 Use of some of these elements is not universally
agreed upon. For instance, Nielsen, one of the preeminent researchers in the area of
usability, does not recommend using frames as navigation aids because "frames break
the unified model of the Web and introduce a new way of looking at data that has not
been well integrated into the other aspects of the web."' 7

The navigation aids of the Midwestern state archives and historical society Web sites
were examined for the existence of five elements. Four of these concerned navigation
of the entire Web site: navigation bars, back-page indicators, pull-down menus, and
frames. One dealt with navigation within a single page: back-to-top indicators. Naviga-
tion bars were employed in all of the Web sites and were the most frequently and univer-
sally used navigation aids. Some sites such as Wisconsin, Kansas, and Minnesota em-
ployed multiple navigation bars on the left side and on the top or right side. The Kansas
and Minnesota navigation bars are maintained throughout the site. In the case of Wis-
consin, only the top navigation bar remained stable throughout. Even when consistently
applied, this design could be confusing because it forces users to scour an entire page
for all the relevant linkages. For example, in addition to the top and left side navigation
bars, the Minnesota Historical Society located the search function on the right side of
the page. Consolidating core functionality in one primary navigation area is a better
strategy.

Navigation bars are also used to display the information under the listed items through
the use of pull-down menus. According to Rosenfeld and Morville, pull-down menus
are a compact means of displaying navigational options and are particularly effective
when a Web site has a straightforward organization scheme.' 8 Pull-down menus were
used in only one Web site, Minnesota, and this functionality was available only on the
homepage. Mechanisms such as navigation bars and pull-down menus make the con-
tents and organization of a site more transparent and serve as a memory aid for users.
By decreasing the amount of information that site visitors have to maintain in short-
term memory, a site facilitates users' focus on more complex tasks.

Site maps are a common navigational system. Rosenfeld and Morville define a site
map as "a graphical representation of the architecture of a web site" and note "a real site
map presents the information architecture in a way that goes beyond textual representa-
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tion." 19 Spool, too, considers site maps visual representations of the content on the
site.2 In addition, Head suggests providing site maps and/or tables of contents that
show an overall, visual schema of the Web-site's content. Well-structured site maps
provide a better understanding of the Web-site's organization and context.21 Despite the
benefits of site maps, only three of the Midwestern state archives Web sites supplied
structured site maps (Kansas, Iowa, and Missouri) and two provided alphabetical site
maps (South Dakota and Wisconsin). The other seven Web sites did not have any site
maps. Site maps are also a means of helping users see the archives framework for orga-
nization; this helps them create their own mental models of the site. Mental models help
people contextualize information and support the creation of problem solving.

All other navigational features were utilized less frequently. Frames were used in
only three Web sites (Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin). Page-back indicators were
used in two Web sites. Since Web browsers already provided a back button, this may
explain why page-back indicators were employed less frequently. Internal page naviga-
tional features such as back-to-top indicators were found in seven Web sites.

As a whole, the use of navigational aids by these state archives sites could be more
strategic. The addition of visual and textual navigational tools would assist different
constituencies to utilize these sites and aid users in their information seeking and re-
trieval processes by supporting short-term memory and the development of mental
models. According to Nielsen, navigation aids "visualize the user's current location and
alternative movements relative to the structure of the underlying information space."22
Increased use of pull-down menus and site maps provide just this ability with minimal
browsing through the Web site.

Special Audiences Targeted on the Homepage
Rosenfeld and Morville claim that if there are two or more specific audiences for a

Web site, it should be organized by needs of the audiences.23 Six of the Web sites con-
tained resources for specific audiences. The most common audience targeted was teachers
(five sites). State archives were trying to develop and target educational groups. This
may also reflect an awareness of state educational guidelines that focus on knowledge
of state history and critical thinking skills. Other commonly targeted groups were gene-
alogists (four states) and kids (two). Local government officials, publishers, local histo-
rians, archaeologists, and researchers were each identified as targeted audiences once.
While all the sites featured internal services to state agencies or local governments,
these audiences were addressed more deeply only within the sites.

Clearly, state archives sites have thought more directly about audiences since the
early days of the Web when Wallace 24 and Landis25 found little content directed toward
specific audiences, although Landis thought that archivists were making assumptions
about audiences without stating this clearly on the site. Now there is definitely a very
clear sense of audience in some of the sites and considerable resources to attract teach-
ers and genealogists in particular. For example, the sites that target teachers feature
digitized documents for use in classes, specific projects or problem sets for students to
think about when utilizing primary sources, and help for teachers working with primary
sources. The prospective audience has a direct effect on the language level and the
cognitive level of users. A site hoping to deliver images to support a fourth-grade mod-
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ule on state history will be very differently written than one supporting a high school
American history class. The cognitive level of a site will also'vary depending on whether
it is targeting the teachers or the students directly.

Technical Elements
There are many technical elements in a Web site that contribute to the delivery of

information. We focused on two areas that we judged as having the greatest impact on
getting the information across to users: search capabilities and the use of metadata to
support the Web site. Search capabilities can influence both the recall (the number of
items retrieved during a search) and precision (fewer but more exact matching of re-
trieved items). Metadata are also a factor in enhancing search and retrieval, although
we also found that they are being used to support other parts of the Web site. While
these are a technical element, the use of metadata will be discussed later as it also
relates to visibility and impact.

Searching
Search functions were common features. Ten of the 12 Web sites offered some type

of global searching ability. Only four of the state archives identified the search engine
they were using and all of these Web sites employed different ones. The search engines
were: AltaVista, Inktomi, Alkaline, and Iowa Access, an apparently homegrown engine
built by the Information Technology Department. Keyword searching was the most
common search mechanism. Only three sites featured Boolean as well as keyword search-
ing. Five of the sites ranked search results.

Many of the sites provided numerous overlapping types of searching: general site
searches, OPAC searches, topical database searching (e.g., death records), and finding
aid searches. In cases with multiple levels of search, it was often unclear what was being
searched with a particular search function; few sites provided any guidance for users on
search coverage. The Minnesota Historical Society provided the clearest direction on
where to begin. Their on-line catalog is clearly labeled with a "begin your search here"
flag.

Visibility and Impact
In addition to the content analysis, we examined the Web visibility of the state ar-

chives by two means: the use of meta tags and state archives placement in a Google
search for "State Archives," and an analysis of linkages to individual state archives Web
pages. We conducted this analysis to provide archives with different perspectives on
how well their message was getting across and to illustrate different ways to examine
visibility and the communication reach of a Web site.

Meta Tags and Google
Meta tags are codes that are placed between the <HEAD> and the </HEAD> tags in

a Web-site's HTML code. There are numerous different types of meta tags that can be
employed by Web designers. Meta tags include such items as Dublin Core elements,
name, keyword, description, dates of modification, author, and content rating. Meta
tags are intended to provide search engines with information concerning the content of
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a Web page and how the search engine should process it. These tags are not visible to
visitors at a site unless one opts to view the source code. However, they do influence the
way a site appears in the search results. Until 1998, keyword meta tags were a very
important part of a successful search engine optimization effort. In an experiment by
Thomas Turner and Lise Brackbill published in 1998, the addition of a keyword tag
improved retrievability of Web pages on Infoseek and AltaVista.16 However, the effect
of meta keywords has been reduced since more sophisticated search engine algorithms,
such as Google's PageRank algorithm, were developed.

We examined the use of meta tags by the 12 Midwestern state archives. Although
these archives used a total of 47 different meta tags, the average number was six and the
median three. This variability was caused by two state archives, Illinois and Wisconsin,
that employ far higher numbers of meta tags, 33 and 17, respectively, than any of the
other state archives. This finding supports Abraham's earlier data concerning an
underutilization of meta tags. We found that the most frequently used meta tags were
description (eight), keywords (eight), and generator (four). Description and keywords
are two of the most important meta tags; we will thus concentrate on their use by state
archives. 27 The generator meta tag signifies the software used to author the Web pages
and will not be discussed.

The tag <META name="description" content=> is important because it appears in
the search engine results that link to a site. When a page is listed in a search engine
results list, the contents of the meta description tag are displayed along with the title of
a page. If no description tag is found, the search engine creates a description for a page
and, thus, inappropriate descriptions of sites emerge. A good description can enhance a
site's chances of being selected and viewed beyond the search engine results list. De-
scriptions by state archives provided within the tag <META name="description" con-
tent=> ranged from the brief and factual "Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka Kan-
sas" to the descriptive "the Wisconsin State Historical Society collects and dissemi-
nates knowledge of Wisconsin and of the trans-Allegheny West. Come and see how the
Society brings history to life."

The keyword meta tag should also contain words that the Web designer and/or con-
tent writer thinks are relevant to a Web page. Although visitors to a site do not see these,
some search engines utilize the keyword tag to rank pages. Eight of the Midwestern
state archives used keywords and selected 167 different terms as keyword meta tags.
There were only 24 terms for which there was any overlap and, at most, only five ar-
chives utilized the same term. This means that 143 meta keywords (85.6 percent) were
used once across the eight Web sites. Not surprisingly, the most used term was "ar-
chives," although only five state archives selected this as a keyword. Only one state
archives (Indiana) employed the term "state archives" as a keyword. The second most
popular term was "genealogy," with four sites selecting this meta keyword term. Terms
selected three times were "Civil War," "historical," "history library," "museum," "news-
papers," "photographs," and "records." "Archaeology," "tours," and "preservation" were
among the terms selected twice.

This lack of interindexer consistency, as demonstrated by the keywords, is somewhat
disturbing. Admittedly, the Google search engine algorithm has diminished the impor-
tance of keywords, but they are still important and influence ratings in other search
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engines. Selection of keywords is an important issue and should be done carefully. In
addition to analysis of the Web site, one tool to assist in keyword selection is Overture's
search term suggestion tool.28 A Web designer can type different words. Tool informs
you how many times a keyword or phrase was searched for at Overture over the past
month. We typed "state archives" and the result showed how many times that term and
variants of that term had been searched for over the past month (January 2003). The
Illinois State Archives topped the list with 968 searches.

Although Google supports standard meta tag fields, the results of searching meta
keywords on Google revealed that providing meta keywords rarely affected retrievability
and ratings of a Web page. Page titles, however, tended to play a much more important
part in retrieval due to the method of Web-page optimization used by Google.29 There-
fore, important keywords or phrases should be contained in the title for improving
retrievability of the Web page. In addition, locating key phrases at <Hi> and <H2>
headings worked well because those headings carry a lot of weight. We analyzed the
titles provided on the actual state archives homepages. These ranged from descriptive,
such as "The Wisconsin Historical Society, Bringing Wisconsin History to Life," to
amorphous: "Archives and Library" for North Dakota. We think that concise but com-
plete descriptions will result in better retrieval. This is particularly important for state
archives that are embedded within larger institutions. For example, the title for the
Indiana State Archives that resides within the Indiana Commission on Public Records is
"ICPR-Archives," which, in a decontextualized screen, is not particularly useful.

In order to determine the efficacy of meta tags, we searched Google utilizing selected
keywords listed in the meta tags and examined the first 10 screens of the retrieval re-
sults. The most frequently utilized meta keywords, "archives" and "genealogy," were
not effective terms for retrieving any state archives site. When searching for "archives,"
the only state archives site retrieved was the State Historical Society of Wisconsin-on
the 10th screen. The term "genealogy" produced no state archives. The term "govern-
ment records" was most successful, followed by "state archives." Table 1 shows our
results when searching Google for the term "state archives." Midwestern state archives
were spread across 14 results screens.
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Table 1: Search Results in Screen Order for a "State Archives" Search

Google Results (screen) State Archives
1st Illinois

2nd Michigan
3rd Missouri
4th Illinois
5th North Dakota, Ohio, Illinois, South Dakota
6th South Dakota
7th Indiana
8th Michigan, Wisconsin
9th Missouri, Wisconsin, Minnesota
10th Nebraska
1lth Iowa
12th Michigan
13th North Dakota
14th Kansas

Other meta keywords used by state archives were even less successful in terms of
retrieval. For example, genre terms such as "manuscripts," "photographs," "bills and
resolutions," and "diaries" did not retrieve any state archives sites in the first 10 Google
screens. Personal names such as "Abraham Lincoln," "Carry Nation," and "Amelia
Earhart" were also not effective, although the Kansas State Historical Society's key-
word "Amelia Earhart" did finally appear on the fifth Google results screen. Subject
terms related to government records and manuscript collections, such as "birth," "death,"
"cowboys," and "vacations" were also not successful retrieval terms. This tells us that
state archives should focus on adding tightly linked functional terms such as "state
archives," "genealogy," and "government records." The time and commitment involved
in selecting multiple keywords is probably not worth the effort.

Two additional meta tags bear comment: Dublin Core and ratings tags. Two state
archives (Minnesota and Wisconsin) utilized Dublin Core meta tags. These may be
harvested in the future, but part of the effectiveness of the use of Dublin Core meta tags
is in community adoption. Since a majority of the community appears not to have adopted
these tags, their effectiveness in identifying state archives as a group (a user's perspec-
tive) is not good.

Ratings tags are one means used by filtering software to identify targeted audiences.
Wisconsin and Illinois both employed the meta tag ratings element and rated their sites
appropriate for general audiences. There are more formal and official ways to establish
ratings. One method is adoption of the Platform for Internet Content Selection (PICS).3 °

The PICS rating is a specification on which other rating schemes and filtering applica-
tions have been developed. The State Historical Society of Wisconsin was the only
institution to adopt an external rating standard.
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These findings echo that of Abraham whose analysis revealed several interesting points.
First, there was little use of the <META=> tag. Second, the Webmaster's name was as
likely as the archivist's to appear in these tags. Third, there was an underutilization of
the <ADDRESS> tag to ensure that the URL would be recorded on any printed versions
of the site.3' Speaking more generally about government information, Herbert Schorr
and Salvatore J. Stolfo argued that metadata were one means of ensuring accountability
for government information. Schorr and Stolfo identified metadata standards as a criti-
cal need: "Meta-data standards which cross domains and information collections are
needed to accurately describe the sources of information, how they were collected and
validated."32

Linkages
Link popularity is another important way to improve ratings of a Web site because

Google ranks the popularity of a Web page based on the number of sites linked to the
page and the importance of those sites.33 Therefore, if the Web site is linked to other
respected sources, particularly Yahoo!, the search rating of the site can be improved.
Utilities are available to check which sites link other Web sites. These are LinksToYou,34

Link Popularity,35 and TouchGraph. 36 LinksToYou and Link Popularity provide differ-
ent numbers for the links to a site. The Kansas State Historical Society ranked first
using Link Popularity with 17,422 links, but LinksToYou identified over 20,000 links
using various search engines.

This type of analysis can still be of use to archives to see whether targeted audiences
demonstrate interest in a site. For example, a major audience for state archives is gene-
alogists. Analysis of the type and number of links can help an archives assess whether or
not it is reaching core constituencies. In general, genealogical societies, arts organiza-
tions, and historical sites link to state archives. Teachers were another common target
audience but this linkage analysis reveals that far fewer formal education institutions
link to state archives. While not the only measure of effectiveness in supporting educa-
tion, the lack of links in this area is worrisome and should be addressed. The most
interesting linkage tool is TouchGraph, which generates a visual representation of link-
ages. Figure A is the graphical representation to the Kansas State Historical Society.
Specific nodes can be viewed that show links to Kansas historic sites and genealogy
links on the left, Kansas links at the bottom, and other state archives on top and on the
right.
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Conclusions

The historical society and state archives Web sites have made significant improve-
ments since the initial round of Web-site evaluations in the mid-1990s. These sites
feature attractive designs, distinctive graphics, and a clear idea of major constituencies
and target audiences. State archives sites also feature a variety of information about
their agencies, public services, and increasingly more information about holdings.

The effectiveness in communicating this information, however, could be better. The
sites analyzed had obviously focused more on content development than on design.
Web sites often featured multiple menus, overloaded information on homepages, and
multiple search options without designating a clear place to begin. Navigational ele-
ments such as site maps were often missing. Also, state archives and historical societies
sites have been slow to adopt new technologies, particularly interactive applications
such as on-line reference registration, even if their larger state Web sites have more
sophisticated technology. Still, the services that these archives now provide are much
broader than previously documented, particularly in the area of support for K-12 edu-
cation. Most impressive is the impact of these Web sites. The visualizations demon-
strate very successful targeting of some core constituencies, such as genealogists.

Web sites are continually changing and developing. While frustrating for Web devel-
opers, this is exciting for users and is what draws them back time and time again. With
the ever increasing amount of content on these sites, historical societies and state ar-
chives should have no dearth of visitors. However, meeting the information needs of
these Web-site visitors is not only a matter of providing information: it also involves
understanding cognitive and behavioral capabilities. As archives create larger and more
complex virtual presences, addressing these larger design issues will be key.
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